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The fun and easy way to learn to use this leading
business intelligence tool Written by an author team
who is directly involved with SAS, this easy-to-follow
guide is fully updated for the latest release of SAS and
covers just what you need to put this popular
software to work in your business. SAS allows any
business or enterprise to improve data delivery,
analysis, reporting, movement across a company,
data mining, forecasting, statistical analysis, and
more. SAS For Dummies, 2nd Edition gives you the
necessary background on what SAS can do for you
and explains how to use the Enterprise Guide. SAS
provides statistical and data analysis tools to help you
deal with all kinds of data: operational, financial,
performance, and more Places special emphasis on
Enterprise Guide and other analytical tools, covering
all commonly used features Covers all commonly
used features and shows you the practical
applications you can put to work in your business
Explores how to get various types of data into the
software and how to work with databases Covers
producing reports and Web reporting tools, analytics,
macros, and working with your data In the easy-tofollow, no-nonsense For Dummies format, SAS For
Dummies gives you the knowledge and the
confidence to get SAS working for your organization.
Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of eBook file.

A Tester's Guide to .NET Programming
Master complex C++ programming with this helpful,
in-depthresource From game programming to major
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commercial software applications,C++ is the
language of choice. It is also one of the most
difficultprogramming languages to master. While
most competing books aregeared toward beginners,
Professional C++, Third Edition,shows experienced
developers how to master the latest release ofC++,
explaining little known features with detailed code
examplesusers can plug into their own codes. More
advanced languagefeatures and programming
techniques are presented in this newestedition of the
book, whose earlier editions have helped thousandsof
coders get up to speed with C++. Become familiar
with the fullcapabilities offered by C++, and learn the
best ways to design andbuild applications to solve
real-world problems. Professional C++, Third Edition
has been substantiallyrevised and revamped from
previous editions, and fully covers thelatest (2014)
C++ standard. Discover how to navigate
thesignificant changes to the core language features
and syntax, andextensions to the C++ Standard
Library and its templates. Thispractical guide details
many poorly understood elements of C++
andhighlights pitfalls to avoid. Best practices for
programming style, testing, anddebugging Working
code that readers can plug into their own apps Indepth case studies with working code Tips, tricks, and
workarounds with an emphasis on goodprogramming
style Move forward with this comprehensive,
revamped guide toprofessional coding with C++.

Mastering Microsoft Visual Web
Developer 2005 Express Edition
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Furnishes an overview of C/C++ language concepts,
explaining the basic structure of a C program,
essential tools and techniques, algorithm design for
common programming problems, compilers and preprocessors, ANSI C libraries, C++ Standard Libraries,
templates, and real-world applications.

Build a Program Now!
The Most Comprehensive C# Resource Available With
its support for Language-Integrated Query (LINQ), C#
3.0 has revolutionized C# programming, and
bestselling author Herb Schildt has updated and
expanded his classic programming reference to cover
it. Using carefully crafted explanations, insider tips,
and hundreds of examples, this book presents indepth coverage of all aspects of C#, including its
keywords, syntax, and core libraries. Of course,
details on the new C# 3.0 features, such as LINQ,
lambda expressions, implicitly typed variables, and
anonymous types are included. Essential for every C#
programmer, this comprehensive guide is written in
the clear, crisp, uncompromising style that has made
Herb the choice of millions worldwide. Whether you
are a novice programmer or a seasoned pro, the
answers to all of your C# questions can be found in
this definitive resource. Coverage includes: Data
types and operators Control statements Classes and
objects Constructors, destructors, and methods
Interfaces, arrays, enumerations, and structures
Method and operator overloading Inheritance and
virtual methods Reflection and runtime type ID
Exception handling Delegates, properties, events, and
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indexers Attributes Multithreading Generics LINQ
(Language-Integrated Query) Lambda expressions
Anonymous types Extension methods Implicitly typed
variables I/O, networking, and collections The
preprocessor and much, much more

Visual C# 2008
Game Programming All in One, Third Edition gives
aspiring game programmers the skills that are needed
to create professional-quality games. If you have a
working knowledge of C or C++ and are ready to
expand your skills into the field of game
programming, then get ready to begin your journey
with this latest edition! You won't cover the topic of
programming in general, but rather the specifics of
programming for games. Using the cross-platform
Allegro game library, you'll learn how to write
complete games that will run on almost any operating
system. Both Windows© and Linux© screenshots are
displayed throughout. Using the techniques taught
within this book and the tools included on the CDROM, you'll be able to write standard Windows and
DirectX© programs without the cost of an expensive
compiler.

Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 Express
Edition Programming for the Absolute
Beginner
If you're new to C#, this popular book is the ideal way
to get started. Completely revised for the latest
version of the language, Learning C# 3.0 starts with
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the fundamentals and takes you through intermediate
and advanced C# features -- including generics,
interfaces, delegates, lambda expressions, and LINQ.
You'll also learn how to build Windows applications
and handle data with C#. No previous programming
experience is required -- in fact, if you've never
written a line of code in your life, bestselling authors
Jesse Liberty and Brian MacDonald will show you how
it's done. Each chapter offers a self-contained lesson
to help you master key concepts, with plenty of
annotated examples, illustrations, and a concise
summary. With this book, you will: Learn how to
program as you learn C# Grasp the principles of
object-oriented programming through C# Discover
how to use the latest features in C# 3.0 and the .NET
3.5 Framework--including LINQ and the Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF) Create Windows
applications and data-driven applications You'll also
find a unique Test Your Knowledge section in each
chapter, with practical exercises and review quizzes,
so you can practice new skills and test your
understanding. If you're ready to dive into C# and
.NET programming, this book is a great way to quickly
get up to speed.

Beginning Math Concepts for Game
Developers
Visual Studio 2008 is packed with features that help
you create better software and do it with less
repetition and drudgery. Visual Studio 2008 All-In-One
Desk Reference For Dummies shows you how to make
the most of this cool suite of tools! It’s all here! This
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comprehensive, seven-books-in-one guide gets you
up and running with Visual Studio 2008 in no time.
You’ll discover Microsoft’s vision for Visual Studio, get
familiar with the .Net environment and languages,
and learn how to install, browse, and make
connections with Visual Studio. Soon, you’ll be
building applications for Vista, Office 2007, and
mobile devices; using AJAX and LINQ; and testing and
debugging your programs. Discover how to:
Understand Visual Studio’s role in software
development Work with .Net languages Develop
applications for Vista Build smart client interfaces Use
the visual data designer Use Ajax controls Streamline
application deployment Debug your applications
Explore ASP. NET services Work with strongly typed
data sets Access data with Visual Studio Program with
Visual Studio 2008 Build professional reports with
Crystal Reports Fully updated with new information on
Vista and .NET Framework 3.0 development, MS
Office application development, and more, Visual
Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies
also features a companion Web site packed with
sample projects, supplemental podcasts, and a
support forum. You’ll never find a smarter way to get
up to speed with Visual Studio 2008!

Beginning ASP.NET 3.5
“Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 Express Edition
Programming for the Absolute Beginner” focuses on
teaching first time programmers how to program
using Visual C++ 2005 Express Edition as a
foundation language. Written for the entry-level user,
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the book assumes no prior programming or scripting
experience. Whether you are a new or experienced
C++ developer, this book delivers the tools and
libraries you need to write a variety of programs.
Written in a straight-forward style, using a gamesbased approach that makes learning beginning-level
programming fun and easy, “Microsoft Visual C++
2005 Express Edition Programming for the Absolute
Beginner” is the perfect introductory programming
book.

SAS For Dummies
If you are an experienced Java developer using Java 7
platform and want to get your grips on OpenJDK for
Java development, this is the book for you. JDK users
who wish to migrate to OpenJDK will find this book
very useful.

Practical Database Programming with
Visual Basic.NET
Learn the details of the most highly recommended
practices of software development using the latest
version of Visual Studio 2015. Recommended
practices are grouped by development phase and
explained in far more detail than the typical tips and
tricks compilations. This book also contains detailed
coverage of recognized patterns and practices used
to create software in a timely manner with expected
quality in the context of using specific Visual Studio
2015 features. Creating software is part defined
process and part empirical process. While there is no
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single “best” process to employ in all development
scenarios, MVP author Peter Ritchie helps readers
navigate the complexity of development options and
decide which techniques and Visual Studio 2015
features to use based on the needs of their particular
project. Readers will learn practices such as those
related to working in teams, design and architecture,
refactoring, source code control workflows, unit
testing, performance testing, coding practices, use of
common patterns, code analysis, IDE extensions, and
more. What You Will Learn Use patterns and practices
within Visual Studio Implement practices of software
creation Work in teams Develop workflows for
software projects Who This Book Is For Beginning and
intermediate software developers and architects

Ivor Horton's Beginning Visual C++ 2010
Includes approximately nine hours of instruction
accompanied by screen shots and illustrations,
offering readers a thorough grounding of the basic
functions of Visual Basic. Original. (All Users).

Microsoft Visual Basic 5 Step by Step
A complete introduction to building robust and
reliable software Beginning Software Engineering
demystifies the software engineering methodologies
and techniques that professional developers use to
design and build robust, efficient, and consistently
reliable software. Free of jargon and assuming no
previous programming, development, or management
experience, this accessible guide explains important
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concepts and techniques that can be applied to any
programming language. Each chapter ends with
exercises that let you test your understanding and
help you elaborate on the chapter's main concepts.
Everything you need to understand waterfall, Sashimi,
agile, RAD, Scrum, Kanban, Extreme Programming,
and many other development models is inside!
Describes in plain English what software engineering
is Explains the roles and responsibilities of team
members working on a software engineering project
Outlines key phases that any software engineering
effort must handle to produce applications that are
powerful and dependable Details the most popular
software development methodologies and explains
the different ways they handle critical development
tasks Incorporates exercises that expand upon each
chapter's main ideas Includes an extensive glossary
of software engineering terms

Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
Microsoft Visual Basic 2013 Step by Step
Describes the basic concepts of mathematics and how
to apply them to computer game programming.

Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Express Edition
This revision incorporates the latest.NET features.
Intended for beginning to intermediate level Visual
Basic programmers, it includes all of the hallmark
features of the How to Program series: the Detiels'
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signature Live-CodeTM Approach, hundreds of
programming tips and an extensive set of interesting
exercises and substantial projects. - Learn from
thousands of lines of code in hundreds of complete
working programs - From the basics to ADO.NET
database development, XML programming, ASP.NET,
Web Services, security, wireless applications, and
much more - Contains hundreds of real-world tips
identifying good programming practices, common
errors, performance optimization techniques, and
debugging/reliability solutions.

Murach's C# 2005
Created by world-renowned programming instructors
Paul and Harvey Deitel, “Visual C# 2008 How to
Program, Third Edition” introduces all facets of the C#
2008 language through the Deitels' signature "Live
Code" Approach", that features hundreds of working
programs.This book has been thoroughly updated to
reflect the major innovations Microsoft has
incorporated in Visual C# 2008 and .NET 3.5; The
many new platform features covered include: LINQ
(Language Integrated Query), Windows Presentation
Foundation (WPF), ASP.NET Ajax and the Microsoft
Ajax Library, Silverlight-based rich Internet application
development, and creating Web services with
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). New
language features introduced in this edition:
automatic properties, object initializers, partial
classes and methods, anonymous methods, Lambda
expressions, extension methods, anonymous types,
and collection initializers. Extensively updated
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coverage of delegates.and more sophisticated
techniques, including searching, sorting, data
structures, generics, and collections. Appendices
provide essential programming reference material on
topics ranging from number systems to the Visual
Studio Debugger, UML 2 to Unicode and
ASCII.Appropriate for all basic-to-intermediate level
Visual C# 2008 programmers.

MCITP Developer
*Unlike its competitors, focuses solely on applied
programming techniques for testers *Will appeal to
both developers and testers alike; already popularized
in classrooms worldwide for three years *Testing
market is growing as more business adopt .NET
technologies

IronPython in Action
This is a self-paced professional book that shows how
to use Visual Studio 2005, C# 2005, and the .NET 2.0
classes to develop Windows Forms applications. It's
an object-oriented book that shows how to use
business classes, inheritance, and interfaces the way
they're used in the real world. It's a database
programming book that shows how to develop
professional database applications with ADO.NET and
the new data source feature. And it's a book that
shows you how to get the most from new features like
generics, iterators, refactoring, code snippets, and
one-click deployment. When you're done, you'll be
able to develop three-tiered, object-oriented,
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database applications the way the best professionals
develop them. That's why we say: No other book
teaches you so much, so fast, or so thoroughly.

C# 2008 For Dummies
If you are really passionate about games and have
always wanted to write your own, this book is perfect
for you. It will help you get started with programming
in C++ and explore the immense functionalities of
UE4.

AutoCAD Platform Customization
Your hands-on guide to Visual Basic fundamentals
Expand your expertise—and teach yourself the
fundamentals of Microsoft Visual Basic 2013. If you
have previous programming experience but are new
to Visual Basic 2013, this tutorial delivers the step-bystep guidance and coding exercises you need to
master core topics and techniques. Discover how to:
Master essential Visual Basic programming
techniques Begin building apps for Windows Store,
Windows Phone 8, and ASP.NET Design apps using
XAML markup, touch input, and live tiles Tackle
advanced language concepts, such as polymorphism
Manage data sources including XML documents and
web data Create a Windows Phone 8 app that
manages key lifecycle events

Practical Microsoft Visual Studio 2015
Bachelor Thesis from the year 2013 in the subject
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Electrotechnology, grade: A, Islamic University of
Gaza, language: English, abstract: Modelica is an
object-oriented, declarative, multi-domain language
for component-oriented modeling of complex
systems, e.g., systems containing mechanical,
electrical, electronic, hydraulic, thermal, control,
electric power or process-oriented subcomponents.
Modelica language is a textual description to define
all parts of a model and to structure model
components in libraries, called packages. Basically, all
Modelica language elements are mapped to
differential, algebraic and discrete equations. Using
Modelica in design process for complex systems is
very efficient and provide several benefits results. In
Modelica we can model and simulate all types of
components such as electrical, mechanical, hydraulic
etc. Furthermore, Modelica Association provide
standard library which contains a lot of different
components.

Visual Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk
Reference For Dummies
The leading author of programming tutorials for
beginners introduces you to Visual C++ 2010 Ivor
Horton is the preeminent author of introductory
programming language tutorials; previous editions of
his Beginning Visual C++ have sold nearly 100,000
copies. This book is a comprehensive introduction to
both the Standard C++ language and to Visual C++
2010; no previous programming experience is
required. All aspects of the 2010 release are covered,
including changes to the language and the C++
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standard.. Microsoft Visual C++ is one of the most
popular C++ development environments and
compilers, used by hundreds of thousands of
developers Ivor Horton's approach to programming
tutorials has achieved a huge following; this book
gives beginning programmers a comprehensive
introduction to both Standard C++ and Visual C++
2010 Covers all the language changes in Visual C++
2010, library additions, new MFC features, changes in
the Visual Studio development environment, and
more Also includes a brief introduction to
programming for multicore processors in native C++
and C++/CLR processors Nearly 100,000 copies of
this book have been sold in previous editions
Beginners seeking a complete education in Visual
C++ will find everything they need in Ivor Horton's
Beginning Visual C++ 2010.

Professional C++
Whether you’re a total novice or a programmer
shifting to C#, the newest version of this
programming language is full of cool features you’ll
want to use. With its Visual Studio compatibility, C# is
the perfect language for building Windows Vista
applications. And the 2008 version works with LINQ, a
query language with syntax similar to SQL but which
simplifies database code and can also write queries
on XML files. For the best basic C# how-to, it’s hard to
beat C# 2008 For Dummies. This plain-English guide
to programming with C# can have you creating your
first console application before you finish Part I. In
fact, the basic template you create at that point will
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be the foundation of many other apps as you move
through the book. Along the way you’ll get the scoop
on organizing your data, object-oriented programming
(also known as OOP), and a great LINQ-related feature
called delegates and events. You’ll find out how to
Create a console application template Perform logical
comparisons Work with loops and if statements
Understand collection syntax Use interfaces and
object-oriented concepts Apply delegates and events,
and much more You’ll even gain some rare insight
into how to understand error messages you may get
when programming in C#. All the code you need can
be found on the companion Web site, along with great
bonus information that helps you do more with C#
2008. So — what are you waiting for? Grab C# 2008
For Dummies and let’s get started!

Modelica. Modeling and Simulation
Based on Dymola Program
Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 empowers you to write
next-generation applications for any modern
environment: mobile, web, cloud, universal Windows
10/8.x, database, and beyond. This end-to-end deep
dive will help working developers squeeze maximum
productivity out of Microsoft’s powerful new toolset.
The authors combine authoritative and detailed
information about Microsoft’s latest IDE, with
extensive insights and best practices drawn from
decades of development experience. Developers will
quickly get comfortable with Visual Studio 2015’s
updated interface, master its new capabilities,
leverage its extensive new support for open
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standards, and discover multiple opportunities to
leverage its .NET 4.6 platform and language
improvements. By focusing entirely on Visual Studio
2015 Professional, the authors go deeper into
Microsoft’s core product than ever before. You’ll find
expert coverage of everything from debugging
through deploying to Azure, IDE extension and
automation through cross-platform mobile
development. Throughout, this book’s focus is
relentlessly practical: how to apply Microsoft’s tools to
build better software, faster. Detailed information on
how to Master Visual Studio 2015’s updated interface
and key tools: Solutions, Projects, Browsers,
Explorers, Editors, and Designers to improve
productivity Develop robust cross-platform mobile
apps for Windows, iOS, and Android using Apache
Cordova templates for Visual Studio Use the new
ASP.NET 5 to build modern web solutions that run on
Windows, Mac, or Linux Develop Single Page
Applications (SPAs) based on HTML5 and rich clientside JavaScript frameworks such as Knockout,
AngularJS, Bootstrap, and more Accelerate cloud
development with the Azure SDK, QuickStart
templates, and Azure management portal Create
mobile service solutions using ASP.NET Web API and
WCF Streamline data development across multiple
platforms with Entity Framework 7 Develop modern
Microsoft Office business applications Perform robust,
automated unit testing as you code, increasing your
confidence in changes and refactoring Extend the VS
2015 IDE and Code Editor by creating custom,
productivity-enhancing solutions Download all
examples and source code presented in this book
from informit.com/title/9780672337369 as they
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become available.

Learning C++ by Creating Games with
UE4
A wealth of open and free software is available today
for Windows developers who want to extend the
development environment, reduce development
effort, and increase productivity. This encyclopedic
guide explores more than 100 free and open source
tools available to programmers who build applications
for Windows desktops and servers.

C# 3.0 THE COMPLETE REFERENCE 3/E
Get hands-on answers to frequently asked questions
about using Microsoft .NET technologies to customize
and extend SAP applications. Walk through dozens of
real-world examples—from Web Services integration
to business intelligence (BI) reporting and Microsoft
Office-based solutions—direct from a team of
Microsoft–SAP interoperability experts. Learn how to
expose back-end SAP data through familiar Microsoft
tools and UIs—for better productivity and lower TCO.
Discover how to: Navigate the development
environment and tools—including Microsoft Visual
Studio®, Visual Studio Tools for Office, and BizTalk®
Server Connect .NET and SAP via Web Services, tools
like SAP Connector and Enterprise Service Explorer,
and .NET Data Provider Implement BI solutions that
unlock SAP data through familiar Microsoft UIs Expose
data from SAP NetWeaver Portal in Microsoft Office
SharePoint® Server Use the Business Data Catalog to
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display and search SAP content—no coding Build your
own Office Business Applications (OBAs), or put Duet
to work Add Microsoft Office presence functionality
and forms solutions to SAP applications Deliver a
single sign-on solution

Windows Developer Power Tools
In this lively, eye-opening, hands-on book, all you
need is a computer and the desire to learn how to
program with Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Express
Edition. Featuring a full edition of the software, this
fun and highly visual guide walks you through a
complete programming project–a desktop weatherreporting application–from start to finish. You’ll get an
introduction to the Microsoft Visual Studio®
development environment and learn how to put the
lightweight, easy-to-use tools in Visual C# Express
Edition to work right away–creating, compiling,
testing, and delivering your first ready-to-use
program. You’ll get expert tips, coaching, and visual
examples at each step of the way, along with pointers
to additional learning resources.

Game Programming All in One
This book is for anyone who wants to learn how to
build rich and interactive Microsoft ASP.NET web sites.
With the knowledge you gain from this book, you
create a great foundation to build any type of web
site, ranging from simple hobby-related web sites to
sites you may be creating for commercial purposes.
Using this book’s step-by-step format you’ll learn to:
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Obtain, install, and customize Visual Web Developer
(VWD) 2008 create a new web site and how to add
new pages to it. use the numerous tools in VWD to
create HTML and ASP.NET pages use the VWD tools
and CSS, the language that is used to format web
pages What ASP.NET server controls are, what they
are used for, and how to use them program web
pages Visual Basic or C# create consistent-looking
pages through the use of master pages, skins, and
themes build the navigation structure of your site
create and use User Controls and enhance them to
repeat content like menus and banners accept,
validate, and process user input and send e-mail from
your ASP.NET web application create good looking,
flicker free web page interaction with ASP.NET Ajax
the basics of SQL, the language used access and alter
data in a database use the database tools found in
Visual Web Developer use the ASP.NET data controls
to create an interface for your users to interact with
your application’s data use LINQ to SQL to access SQL
Server databases without writing a lot of manual code
change the visual appearance of your data through
the use of control styles interact with the data-bound
controls and speed up your application use the
security ASP.NET features to create user accounts,
distinguish between anonymous and logged on users,
and manage the users in your system create
personalized web pages with content targeted at
individual users find and fix problems with VWD
debugging tools deploy and run your final web site

Creating Vista Gadgets
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Presents projects designed to create applications for
Microsoft Windows.

Visual Basic 2005
This comprehensive book will guide readers through
Microsoft's brand new SQL 2005 certification:
Microsoft Certified IT Professional Developer for SQL
Server 2005 (exam: 70-441). Candidates for this
exam are Professional Database Developers
responsible for designing and implementing database
solutions using SQL Server 2005. Topics include
writing SQL queries, designing and implementing
programming objects, database optimization,
designing databases at both the conceptual and
logical levels, and implementing databases at the
physical level. CD features leading-edge exam prep
software with test engine of hundreds of practice
questions and electronic flashcards. Teacher support
package provided for classroom use

Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 Unleashed
Make AutoCAD your own with powerful
personalization options Options for AutoCAD
customization are typically the domain of
administrators, but savvy users can perform their own
customizations to personalize AutoCAD. Until recently,
most users never thought to customize the AutoCAD
platform to meet their specific needs, instead leaving
it to administrators. If you are an AutoCAD user who
wants to ramp up personalization options in your
favorite software, AutoCAD Platform Customization:
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User Interface and Beyond is the perfect resource for
you. Author Lee Ambrosius is recognized as a leader
in AutoCAD platform customization and can help you
get the most out of AutoCAD. Establish and manage
CAD standards for the drawings you create Control
the startup process and settings that define the
drawing environment Modify the user interface to
display the commands you use most frequently and
create new commands Create macros to speed up
frequently repeated tasks Define custom shapes,
linetypes, and hatch patters to control the linework in
a drawing Use real-world tips and tutorials to
reinforce the author's topical discussions A perfect
resource for CAD administrators, students, senior
drafters, and other CAD enthusiasts, AutoCAD
Platform Customization: User Interface and Beyond
features in-depth discussions of customization options
as well as detailed examples and tutorials. As an eightyear customization and programming session leader
with Autodesk University, Lee Ambrosius is uniquely
qualified to help users get the most out of software
based on the AutoCAD platform. His AutoCAD
Platform Customization: User Interface and Beyond is
the go-to resource for those who are ready to take
their software customization to the next level.

Just Enough C/C++ Programming
Learning C# 3.0
A one-stop resource for each aspect of designing and
developing Sidebar gadgets, perfect for anyone who
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wants to create killer gadgets Explores one of the
super cool features new to Windows Vista -- the
Sidebar It is a one-stop resource for each aspect of
designing and developing Sidebar gadgets, perfect for
anyone who wants to create killer gadgets Includes
complete design instructions for four never-beforeseen gadgets Windows Vista Sidebar is a panel
located on the desktop of a PC where gadgets can be
placed for easy access and reference. These gadgets
are small, single-purpose applications, such as clocks,
calendars, games, RSS notifiers, search tools, stock
tickers, etc, that reside on the Windows desktop and
on the Windows Sidebar. The book will be a tutorial to
design and develop a gadget. It will provide ready-touse samples using .NET, XML, CSS and AJAX. After
reading the book, a web developer/designer will be
confident enough to start developing gadgets for
Windows Vista Sidebar. The beginner portion of the
book shows an overview of the subject with the
design pattern, the architecture and implementation
details. The later sections will have solid examples for
instant results. In short, the book will tell how to do
everything with Sidebar Gadgets using solid, unique
examples. Brief outline: " Brief background on
Gadgets " Define architecture, design consideration
and implementation to give a clear view to the
developer " Step by step, create a useful Gadget
sample "My Blogs" " Elaborate the architecture design
constraint and implementation details for the sample
" Detail the standard practices " Recheck the gadget
created for standard practices " Improvise and
Improve with compare and contrast " Add advanced
samples with .NET, AJAX and XHTML.
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Beginning Software Engineering
Powerful Web Development Technologies, Now Made
Simple For anyone who wants to build a professional
website with minimal trouble, Visual Web Developer
2005 Express Edition is the solution. This book makes
it even easier. Whether you're a true beginner or an
experienced web developer who hasn't yet worked
with .NET, you'll learn how to leverage today's most
powerful web development technologies without
getting bogged down in details. This is also a great
first step for anyone who plans to move on to
Microsoft Visual Studio. Coverage Includes Using
master pages to accommodate repeated content
Inserting navigational aids that reduce user
frustration Using themes to minimize hand-coding
Adding search features to your website Building a
shopping cart application for your website Creating a
flexible user environment using Webpart technology
Using scripts to perform tasks more quickly Creating
intelligent web pages with SmartTags Including sound
and video in your web pages Making the move from
Visual Web Developer Express to Visual Studio 2005
Using automation whenever possible Making your
web pages more accessible Featured on the CD The
CD contains the release of Microsoft Visual Web
Developer 2005 Express Edition. Keep Development
Simple by Combining .NET with Other Technologies
Store XML Data in a Text File for Lower Costs, Easier
Connectivity, and Better Performance Master Every
Technique by Following the Thorough Step-by-Step
Instructions and Real-World Examples
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Beginning Windows 8 Application
Development
Appropriate for all basic-to-intermediate level courses
in Visual Basic 2008 programming. Created by worldrenowned programming instructors Paul and Harvey
Deitel, Visual Basic 2008 How to Program, Fourth
Edition introduces all facets of the Visual Basic 2008
language hands-on, through hundreds of working
programs. This book has been thoroughly updated to
reflect the major innovations Microsoft has
incorporated in Visual Basic 2008 and .NET 3.5; all
discussions and sample code have been carefully
audited against the newest Visual Basic language
specification. The many new platform features
covered in depth in this edition include: LINQ data
queries, Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF),
ASP.NET Ajax and the Microsoft Ajax Library,
Silverlight-based rich Internet application
development, and creating Web services with
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). New
language features introduced in this edition: object
anonymous types, object initializers, implicitly typed
local variables and arrays, delegates, lambda
expressions, and extension methods. Students begin
by getting comfortable with the free Visual Basic
Express 2008 IDE and basic VB syntax included on the
CD. Next, they build their skills one step at a time,
mastering control structures, classes, objects,
methods, variables, arrays, and the core techniques
of object-oriented programming. With this strong
foundation in place, the Deitels introduce more
sophisticated techniques, including inheritance,
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polymorphism, exception handling, strings, GUI's,
data structures, generics, and collections.
Throughout, the authors show developers how to
make the most of Microsoft's Visual Studio tools. A
series of appendices provide essential programming
reference material on topics ranging from number
systems to the Visual Studio Debugger, UML 2 to
Unicode and ASCII.

C# 2008 Programming: Covers .Net 3.5
Black Book, Platinum Ed
The most up-to-date Visual Basic.NET programming
textbook—covering both fundamentals and advancedlevel programming techniques—complete with
examples and solutions Visual Basic.NET (VB.NET) is
an object-oriented computer programming language
that can be viewed as an evolution of the classic
Visual Basic (VB), which is implemented on the .NET
Framework. Microsoft currently supplies two major
implementations of Visual Basic: Microsoft Visual
Studio (which is commercial software) and Microsoft
Visual Studio Express (which is free of charge).
Forgoing the large amounts of programming codes
found in most database programming books, Practical
Database Programming with Visual Basic.NET shows
students and professionals both how to develop
professional and practical database programs in a
Visual Basic.NET environment by using Visual
Studio.NET Data Tools and Wizards related to
ADO.NET 4.0, and how to apply codes that are autogenerated by solely using Wizards. The fully updated
Second Edition: Covers both fundamentals and
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advanced database programming techniques
Introduces three popular database systems with
practical examples including MS Access, SQL Server
2008, and Oracle Features more than fifty sample
projects with detailed illustrations and explanations to
help students understand key techniques and
programming technologies Includes downloadable
programming codes and exercise questions This book
provides undergraduate and graduate students as
well as database programmers and software
engineers with the necessary tools to handle the
database programming issues in the Visual
Studio.NET environment.

Microsoft .NET and SAP
Visual Studio is a development IDE created by
Microsoft to enable easier development for Microsoft
programming languages as well as development
technologies. It has been the most popular IDE for
working with Microsoft development products for the
past 10 years. Extensibility is a key feature of Visual
Studio. There have not been many books written on
this aspect of Visual Studio. Visual Studio Extensibility
(VSX) can be considered a hard topic to learn for
many developers in comparison with most .NET
related topics. Also, its APIs are very complex and not
very well written. Some may refer to these APIs as
“dirty” because they do not have good structure,
naming convention, or consistency. Visual Studio is
now 10 years old. It was created during the COM days
for COM programming but later migrated to .NET.
However, Visual Studio still relies heavily on COM
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programming. It was revamped when moving to the
.NET platform but still contains its COM nature; this
fact is what makes it harder for .NET developers to
work with VSX. Because it is an older product built on
two technologies, it has produced inconsistency in
code. Although there are problems with the current
version of VSX, the future looks bright for it. The
many different teams working on the software have
been moved into one umbrella group known as the
Visual Studio Ecosystem team. Throughout the past
10 years Visual Studio has continued to grow and new
extensibility features have been added. Learning all of
the options with their different purposes and
implementations is not easy. Many extensibility
features are broad topics such as add-ins, macros,
and the new domain-specific language tools in Visual
Studio. Learning these topics can be difficult because
they are not closely related to general .NET
programming topics. This book is for .NET developers
who are interested in extending Visual Studio as their
development tool. In order to understand the book
you must know the following material well: Objectoriented programming (OOP), the .NET Framework
and .NET programming, C# or Visual Basic languages,
some familiarity with C++, some familiarity with XML
and its related topics, and Visual Studio structure and
usage. A familiarity with COM programming and
different .NET technologies is helpful. The aims of this
book are to: Provide an overview of all aspects of VSX
Enable readers to know where/when to use
extensibility Familiarize readers with VS Extensibility
in detail Show readers the first steps and let them
learn through their own experiences Use examples,
sample code, and case studies to demonstrate things
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in such a way that helps readers understand the
concepts Avoid bothering readers with long
discussions and useless code samples In order to use
this book, and get the most out of it, there are some
technical requirements. You must have the following
two packages installed on your machine to be able to
read/understand the chapters and test code samples:
Visual Studio 2008 Team System Edition (or other
commercial editions) Visual Studio 2008 SDK 1.0 (or
its newer versions) You will need to buy Visual Studio
2008 to register for an evaluation version. The Free
Express editions of Visual Studio do not support the
extensibility options. The Visual Studio SDK is needed
in order to read some of the chapters in the book and
can be downloaded as a free package. The operating
system doesn’t matter for the content of the book,
but all code was written with Visual Studio 2008 Team
System Edition in Windows Vista x86. Chapters 1, 2,
and 3 will give you an introduction to the basic
concepts you need to understand before you can
move on to the rest of the book. Chapter 4 discusses
the automation model, which is an important
prerequisite for many

Beginning ASP.NET 4.5.1: in C# and VB
Ramp up your software development with this
comprehensive resource Microsoft′s Application
Lifecycle Management (ALM) makes software
development easier and now features support for iOS,
MacOS, Android, and Java development. If you are an
application developer, some of the important factors
you undoubtedly consider in selecting development
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frameworks and tools include agility, seamless
collaboration capabilities, flexibility, and ease of use.
Microsoft′s ALM suite of productivity tools includes
new functionality and extensibility that are sure to
grab your attention. Professional Application Lifecycle
Management with Visual Studio 2013 provides
in–depth coverage of these new capabilities. Authors
Mickey Gousset, Martin Hinshelwood, Brian A. Randell,
Brian Keller, and Martin Woodward are Visual Studio
and ALM experts, and their hands–on approach makes
adopting new ALM functionality easy. Streamline
software design and deployment with Microsoft tools
and methodologies Gain a practical overview of ALM
with step–by–step guides and reference material Case
studies illustrate specific functionality and provide
in–depth instruction Use new capabilities to support
iOS, MacOS, Android and Java development Discover
this comprehensive solution for modeling, designing,
and coordinating enterprise software deployments
Over 100 pages of new content, forward–compatible
with new product releases Professional Application
Lifecycle Management with Visual Studio 2013
provides a complete framework for using ALM to
streamline software design and deployment
processes using well–developed Microsoft tools and
methodologies. Professional Application Lifecycle
Management with Visual Studio 2013 is your guide to
make use of newly–available ALM features to take
your enterprise software development to the next
level.

OpenJDK Cookbook
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Build your ASP.NET 4.5.1 skills with realworldinstruction In this comprehensive guide to
getting started with ASP.NET 4.5.1,best-selling author
Imar Spaanjaars provides a firm foundation forcoders
new to ASP.NET and key insights for those not yet
familiarwith the important updates in the 4.5.1
release. Readers learn howto build full-featured
ASP.NET websites using Visual Studio Express2013 for
Web, Microsoft’s free development tool for
ASP.NETweb applications. Beginning ASP.NET 4.5.1
guides you throughthe process of creating a fully
functional, database-drivenwebsite, from creation of
the most basic site structure all the waydown to the
successful deployment of the website to a
productionenvironment. Beginning ASP.NET 4.5.1: in
C# and VB: Explains how to get started with ASP.NET
4.5.1, including anintroduction to Microsoft’s Visual
Studio Express 2013 forWeb Features helpful
examples for designing websites with CSS andHTML
and how to overcome common formatting problems
Shares techniques for managing server controls in
ASP.NET,including standard controls, HTML controls,
and data controls Provides real-world tips for creating
consistent page layoutsthroughout your websites
Covers practical functionality issues like validating
userinput, sending e-mail from your website, and
processing data at theserver Details what the
ASP.NET state engine is and why it isimportant Shows
how to access and modify data in a SQL
Serverdatabase Includes coverage of jQuery, LINQ,
and the EntityFramework Explores measures to take
for optimal security
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Professional Application Lifecycle
Management with Visual Studio 2013
A comprehensive, hands-on introduction to Microsoft's
version of Python for the .NET framework. The book
shows how to use IronPython with C♯, VB.NET, and
ASP.NET applications. Readers will use IronPython as
a Windows scripting tool, and see how it connects to
PowerShell.
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